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A result/concept on star height is applied to two problems in the theory of control 
structures. First, Kosaraju’s systems RE, of control structures are generalized and it is shown 
by using Cohen’s result on star height that the generalized systems constitute a pathwise 
hierarchy with respect to their expressive powers. Second, by using a concept on star height, a 
result of Peterson et al. (Comm. ACM 16 (1973), 503-512) that RE, is pathwise complete is 
sharpened. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although regular events have been extensively studied, the problem of determining 
the star height of a regular event is only partially solved. Among results on star 
height our concern is Cohen’s result [2] that for a certain family of regular events the 
star height equals a certain measure of complexity of an automaton recognizing the 
event. 
The theory of control structures arose from Dijkstra [3] who advocated avoiding 
the use of unnecessarily complex control structures in programs. Control structures 
have been widely studied before 1975 and many theoretical results have been 
presented on their expressive powers. For instance, Kosaraju [6] introduced RE[n]- 
structures (or RE,-charts in terms of Kosaraju) and showed the semantic hierarchy: 
Wll -=-RE[2] =RE[3] =RE[4] ?!!L . . . . 
where each line means that the right system of control structures has more expressive 
power than the left from the semantic viewpoint. Other notable results are reviewed in 
Ledgard and Marcotty [7]. 
Now we can easily see the language-theoretic similarity between regular 
expressions and program schemes. In this paper we apply Cohen’s result on star 
height to a problem in the theory of control structures. Explicitly speaking, we 
generalize Kosaraju’s RE[n]-structures and show the path-wise (or language- 
theoretic) hierarchy: 
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where each line means the right system of control structures has more expressive 
power than the left from the language-theoretic viewpoint. In fact, the hierarchy 
RE[l] “RE[2] “RE[3] “RE[4] E ..a, 
follows immediately from Kosaraju’s semantic hierarchy. 
In addition, we sharpen Peterson et al.‘s result [8] that the RE[co]-structure is 
language-theoretically complete. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Flowcharts and Programs 
A (deterministic) finite incomplete automaton M is a quintuple (S, A, 6, s,,, F), 
where S is a finite set of states, A is an alphabet, s,, E S is the initial state, F c S is 
the set of final states, and S is the transition partial function from S x A to S. The 
language recognized by M, denoted by L(M), is defined in the usual way. Let (M, s) 
denote the finite incomplete automaton obtained from M by changing its initial state 
into s. We say that M is reduced if and only if (1) it has neither any dead state nor 
any inaccessible state from the initial’ state, and (2) s, # s, implies L((M, si)) # 
L((M, sZ)) for any pair of states si, s2. 
In the sequel, we use three pairwisely disjoint infinite sets of symbols IF, Ip, and 
{p]pElP}; and let 2Y=FUPU{PlpElP}. The set F means a set of primitive 
actions (e.g., assignment statements), and the set P means a set of primitive predicate. 
The symbol of identity action, denoted by L, is also in F. 
A flowchart is a finite incomplete automaton (S, A, 6, s,, F) satisfying the 
following three conditions: 
(1) A is a finite subset of Z. 
(2) For every s E S, either 
(2.1) {a E A ( 6(s, a) is defined} = {p,p} for some p E Ip, 
(2.2) {a E A I&s, a) is defined} = {f} for somefE F, or 
(2.3) {a E A ( 6(s, a) is defined} = 0. 
(3) F = {s E S 1 6(s, a) is undefined for every Q E A}. 
A flowchart (S,A, 6, sO, F) is often denoted by its state graph (S, E, s,,), where 
E = {(s, a, t) ) 6(s, a) = t} is the set of edges. 
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The class ofprograms and the height of a program Q, denoted by h(Q), are defined 
as follows: 
(1) Any element of F, exit(i) for any positive integer i, and halt are programs 
of height 0. 
(2) ForanypElPU{p]pElP}andprogramsQandR, 
Q;R and ifpthenQelseRfi 
are programs of height max(h(Q), h(R)), and 
while p do Q end 
are programs of height h(Q) + 1. 
and repeat Q end 
The execution of exit(i) is intended to cause termination of i enclosing while/repeat- 
loops. Thus the meaning of exit(i) is different from Kosaraju’s. All other 
commands/control structures have their usual meanings. For any nonnegative integer 
n, an n-program is a program containing neither any occurrence of exit(i), i > n, nor 
halt, and an (n + 4)-program is a program containing no occurrence of exit(i), i > n. 
The class of c-program is denoted by RE[c]. 
We may consider a program to be a flowchart. This is accomplished by regarding 
occurrences of ;, then, else, and do in the program as states. We denote by G[Q] the 
flowchart associated with a program Q. For example, the following program Q has 
the associated flowchart G[Q] in Fig. 1. 
ifp then’ A else* halt ti ;3 
while q do4 g ;* 
repeat if r then6 exit(l) else’f fi end 
end 
Let Q’ be the subprogram 
repeat if r then exit( 1) else f fi end 
in Q. The state s5 of G[Q] is the entry state of Q’, s3 is the exit state of Q’, and s6 
and s, are interior states of Q’. The formal definition of these notions will be clear. 
Now we define the trace set of a program Q, denoted by L(Q), to be L(G[Q]). 
Here the symbol of identity action is consideredto be 
Iw = w for every w E Z *. Thus a flowchart is actually 
P 
the empty word; that is, I.w = 
a finite incomplete automaton 
FIG. 1. An example of G[Q]. 
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FIG. 2. A state graph of rank 1. 
with s-moves, but these a-moves are obviously inessential ones. We say that a 
flowchart G is convertible to a program Q if and only if L(G) = L(Q). We also say 
that a flowchart G is c-convertible if and only if G is convertible to some c-program. 
Suppose that a flowchart G is convertible to a program Q. For a subprogram R of 
Q, we say that a state s of G corresponds to the entry state of R if and only if 
L((G, s)) = L((G[Q], the entry state of R)). If the entry state of R is accessible from 
the initial state of G[Q], there exists such a state s. We define similarly for the exit 
state and interior states of R. 
2.2. Cohen’s Result on Star Height 
The star height of a regular expression over an alphabet A is a nonnegative integer 
defined as follows: 
(1) 0 and elements of A have star height 0. 
(2) (a + P) and (a& h ave star height max(star height of a, star height of p). 
(3) a* has star height (star height of a) + 1. 
FIG. 3. An explanation of the fact that the rank of the state graph in Fig. 2 is 1. 
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FIG. 4. A flowchart of rank 2 in Lemma 3.1. 
The star height of a regular event L, denoted by sh(L), is the least star height of 
regular expressions denoting L. 
Consider the operation over state graphs of deleting one state and related edges 
from each maximal strongly connected set of states. The rank of a state graph G, 
denoted by rank(G), is the least number of applications of the operation to break all 
loops in G. For example, the rank of state graph in Fig. 2 is 1, since the exhaustive 
search of ways of applications, shown in Fig. 3, reveals that the optimum way is to 
delete sO and sq at once. Likewise, the rank of state graph in Fig. 4 is 2. 
We say that a regular event L has the finite intersection property if and only if 
x\L # y\L implies I(x\L) n (y\L)I < co for every pair of words x, y. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Cohen [2]). Suppose that a reduced finite incomplete automaton 
M recognizes a regular event L. If L has the finite intersection property, sh(L) = 
rank(M). 
We now have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If a reduced flowchart G is convertible to a program Q and 
L(Q) has theflnite intersection property, then h(Q) > rank(G). 
Proof. We tirst obtain 
raWG[Ql) 2 W(G[Ql)) 
from Eggan’s result [4] that the star height of a regular event does not exceed the 
rank of any state graph recognizing that event. The corollary follows immediately 
from Theorem 2.1, the above inequality and the fact h(Q) > rank(G[Q]). Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2.2, under the condition h(Q) = 1, is often applied to inconvertibility 
proofs. 
3. A HIERARCHY OF CONTROL STRUCTURES 
This section is the main part of the paper and is devoted to the path-wise hierarchy 
in Theorem 3.8. 
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LEMMA 3.1. There exists ajlowchart which is l-convertible but not f-convertible. 
Proof. Let G = (S, E, s,,) denote the flowchart in Fig. 4. Then the flowchart 
(%E- I(s39gl~&l)~, 4) s is convertible to the following l-program Q,. 
f* *&eat ifp, then fj ; 
if q2 then g2; 
if pz then fi else exit(l) fi 
else 1 fi 
else g,; 
end 
if p2 then f2 else exit( 1) fi fi 
Therefore G is convertible to the following l-program. 
while p, do if q1 then Q, ; g, 
else if p2 then Q, ; g, 
else g, fi fi 
end 
Now assume that G is convertible to a f-program P. We may assume that G[P] 
contains no inaccessible state from the initial state. Let Q be a j-program obtained 
from P by changing each subprogram of the form while E do ..- end into the 
program while E do halt end or, equivalently, the program if p, then Iz else halt fi. 
Then L(P) = L(Q) since G has exactly one edge of the form (...,pT,...) and this edge 
enters to the final state s, . Hence G is also convertible to Q. Let Q’ be a subprogram 
of Q of height 1 and of the form while r do . -. end or repeat .- - end. By the construc- 
tion of Q, the subprogram Q’ does not have the form while p; do --- end. 
Suppose that Q’ is of the form while E do R end. Then the state sj of G 
corresponds to the entry state of R and the state s2 corresponds to the exit state of R, 
since G has exactly one edge of the form (...,p;,...). Thus, since R is a loop-free 
subprogram, in an automaton (S, E - { (s,,p<, s3)}, so) there must exist only a finite 
number of paths from sj to s2, a contradiction. Likewise, Q’ cannot have the form 
while r do ---end for any other rE {P~,P~,P~,~~, q1,41, q2,42}. 
Suppose that Q’ is of the form repeat ..a end. Let s denote the state of G 
corresponding to the entry state of Q’. We may also assume s # s,, because if 
s = s, we may change Q’ into the program halt by the same reason as the case that 
we obtain Q from P. Then, since halt is the only command to cause termination of 
Q'T 
L(Q’) = L(G[Q’l> = L((G, 8)). 
Thus from Corollary 2.2 and the fact that 
x\U(G, 8)) 2 y\L((G, s)) implies (x\L((G, s))) n (y\U(G, s))) = 0 
57 l/29/3-2 
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for every pair of words x, y, 
rank((G, s)) < 1. 
But there does not exist such s in G, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
As readers see in the proof of Lemma 3.1, Corollary 2.2 allows us to do without 
considering any detailed structure of programs. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists aflowchart which is f-convertible but not l-convertible. 
Proof: The flowchart in Fig. 5, denote by G = (S, E, so), is convertible to the 
following t-program. 
whilep, dof,; 
while pz do fi ; 
while p3 do f3 ; 
if p4 then halt 
else g, ti 
end; 
g2 
end; 
g3 
end 
Now assume that G is convertible to a l-program Q. We may assume that G[Q] 
contains no inaccessible state from the initial state. Let Q’ be a subprogram of Q of 
height 1 and of the form while ..a do .. - end or repeat - -a end. Let s be the state of G 
corresponding to the entry state of Q’, s’ be the state of G corresponding to the exit 
state of Q’, and W be the set of states of G corresponding to interior states of Q’. We 
may also assume that s # s, and that Q' ‘represents at least one loop, by the same 
reason as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. We now consider the case s, E W, the case 
sg E W and the remaining case, and deduce a contradiction in each case. 
The case s, E W. Since sO E W and exit(l) is the only command in Q’ to cause 
FIG. 5. A flowchart in Lemma 3.2. 
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FIG. 6. A flowchart in Lemma 3.3. 
termination of Q, s’ must be the final state and hence control leaving from Q’ means 
control reaching to the terminal state. Thus we obtain 
L(Q’) = L((G s)), 
and hence from Corollary 2.2, 
rank((G, s)) < 1. 
But there does not exist such a state s in G, a contradiction. Likewise, the condition 
ss E W leads to a contradiction. 
The case s,, 6S W and sg @ W. The subprogram Q’ represents exactly one loop 
s2 + s4 + s5 -+ se -+ s2, and hence two state s3 and s, of G are in W. Thus, since 
h(Q’) = 1, in the flowchart (S, E - {( s, a, t) 1 a E Z, t E S}, so) there must exist only a 
finite number of paths from s3 or s, to s. But we cannot find out such a state s in G, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a flowchart which is (1 + j)-convertible but neither 
j-convertible nor l-convertible. 
Proof. The flowchart in Fig. 6 is seen to be (1 + $-convertible in the same way 
as in the l-convertibility proof of Lemma 3.1. From Lemma 3.1 and 3.2, the 
flowchart is seen to be neither j-convertible nor l-convertible. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists a jlowchart which is both f-convertible and l-con- 
vertible but not O-convertible. 
Proof: The flowchart in Fig. 7 is convertible to the f-program 
while p do if q then halt else f fi end, 
and convertible to the l-program 
while p do if q then exit(l) else f ti end. 
The inconvertibility follows immediately from Kasai [5], since the flowchart has a 
loop s, + s, + s2 + s, and this loop has two exits to the final state, (so,& s4) and 
($19 47 KJ- Q.E.D. 
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FIG. 7. A flowchart in Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. Given an (n + $-program Q, where n is a positive integer, we can 
Jind out an (n + I)-program of trace set L(Q). 
Proof: We give a required transformation procedure, which inserts some dummy 
repeat+md structures into Q. First, we explain the idea by using an example: Given a 
(2 t t)-program 
while p, do 
while p2 do 
repeat ifp, then if p4 then exit(2) else I; fi 
else ifp, then halt else exit(l) fi ti 
end 
end; 
if pa then exit( 1) else f2 fi 
end; 
g¶ 
the following is a required 3-program: 
repeat 
whilep, do 
repeat 
repeat if pz then 1 else exit(2) fi; 
repeat if p3 then if p4 then exit(3) 
else f, fi 
else if p, then exit(2) 
else exit(l) fi fi 
end 
end; 
exit(3) 
end; 
if ps then exit( 1) else f2 fi 
end; 
g; 
exit( 1) 
end 
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Formally, let {T*, T,, T, ,..., T,} be the transformation system on programs, 
defined inductively as follows: 
(1) T*(Q) = repeat Tl(Q); exit(l) end 
(2) For every integer i, 1 & i < n, 
(2.1) if Q is in iF, then T,(Q) = Q; 
(2.2) if Q = exit(j), j < i, then T,(Q) = exit(j); 
(2.3) if Q = exit(j), j > i, then T,(Q) = exit(j + 1); 
(2.4) if Q = halt, then Tl(Q) = exit(i); 
(2.5) if Q = R, ; R,, then T,(Q) = Ti(R*); T,(R,); 
(2.6) if Q=ifp then R, else R, fi, then 
T,(Q) = if p then T,(R J else T,(R,) fi; 
(2.7) if Q = repeat R end and i < n, then 
T,(Q) = repeat T,+,(R) end; 
(2.8) if Q = repeat R end and i = n, then 
Ti(Q) = repeat repeat T,(R) end; exit@ + 1) end; 
(2.9) if Q = while p do R end and i < n, then 
TI(Q) = while p do Ti+ ,(R) end; and 
(2.10) if Q = while p do R end and i = n, then 
T,(Q) = repeat repeat if p then 1 else exit(2) ti; 
T,(R) 
end; 
exit@ + 1) 
end. 
The program T*(Q) is seen to be a required (n + I)-program. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. For every n E {2,3,4,5,...}, there exists a flowchart which is 
(n + l/2)-convertible but not n-convertible. 
Proof: We first define flowcharts G, = (S,, E,, s(l)), n E {L&3,4, L}, as 
follows: 
(1) S,=I ()I s i i is an integer satisfying 1 < i < 2”+*} U {s(m)} U {t&j) 1 i and 
j are integers satisfying 2”+l < i < 2”‘* and 0 <j < n}. 
(2) E, = {(s(i), p(i), s(2i)) 1 1 < i < 2”+‘} U {(s(i), p(i), s(2i + 1)) ) 1 < i < 
2”+‘} U {(s(i),f(i), t(i, 0)) 1 2n+1 < i < 2”+*} U {(t(i, 0), q(i, 0) s(0)) I 2”+’ G i < 
2”+*} U {(t(i,O), q(i,O), t(i, 1)) I 2”+l < i < 2”+*} U {(t(i,j), q(i,j), s([i/2”-‘+*I)) I 
2”+’ Q i < 2”+‘, 0 <j < n} U {(t(i,j), q(i,j), t(i,j+ 1)) ( 2”+’ Q i < 2n+2, 0 0’ 0) 
U {(t(i, n), q(i, n), s([i/4])) ) 2”+’ Q i < 2’+*} U {(t(i, n), q(i, n), s(Li/2)J)) I 2”+l < i 
< 2n+2}. 
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As an example, G, is shown in Fig. 8. We will show that G, is (n + +)-convertible but 
not n-convertible. 
We show the (n + $)-convertibility by inductively constructing programs Ri, 
1 ( i < 2”+*, as follows: 
(1) For each integer i, 2”+’ <i < 2”+*, let 
4 =f(i); 
if q(i, 0) then halt else A fi; 
if q(i, 1) then exit(n) else 1 ti; 
if q(i, 2) then exit@ - 1) else I fi; 
if q(i, n) then exit(l) else A fi. 
(2) For each integer i, 1 ,< i < 2”+l, let 
R, = repeat if p(i) then R,i else Rzi+ I ti end. 
The flowchart G, is easily seen to be convertible to the (n + $)-program RI. 
Now assume that G, is convertible to an n-program Q. We may assume that G[Q] 
contains no inaccessible state from the initial state. Let Q, be a subprogram of Q of 
height 1 and of the form while a.. do ... end or repeat . -. end; and for each integer 
i > 2, let Q, be the smallest subprogram containing Q,_ 1 properly and of the form 
while ... do . We nd or repeat .a* end. Let m be the greatest number i such that Qi 
exists, and let S be the set of states of G, corresponding to exit states of Q,, Q,,..., 
FIG. 8. A flowchart G, in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
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Q min(m,n)’ Because of the symmetry in G,, Q, may be assumed to represent a loop 
passing through ~(2”~ ‘). Finally, we partition S, as follows: 
(1) u-1 = Is(a 
(2) For each integer k, 0 < k < n - 2, 
U, = {s(2&)} u {s(i) 1 (2kt1 + 1) 2j < i < (2k+1 + 2) 2’, 0 <j < n - k} 
U {t(i,j) ( (2k+1 + 1) 2”-k < i < (2k+1 + 2) 2n-k, 0 <j < n}. 
(3) u,,_, = s,, - u;;‘r u,. ’ 
The partition of S, is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
We shall prove that S n Vi # 0 for every j, -1 <j < n - 1. Let 
k = min{i 1 Q, represents a loop passing through s(2’), 
s(2’+‘), ~(2’~‘) ,..., and s(2”+‘)}. 
Then not only for every j E {k, k + l,..., n - l} but also for every jE {-1, 0, 
I,..., k - 1) the state 42’) corresponds to an entry or interior state of Q,, since Q, 
represents a loop of the form 
s(29, . . . ,g(p+l)d .** _,s(2”+‘)4(2”+‘,0) 
-42”+‘,1)-+... +t(2”+‘,kt 1)-~(2~), 
and since (f(2”+l, 0), q(2”+‘, 0), s(m)), (t(2”+‘, l), q(2”+‘, l), s(l)), (f(2”+‘, 2), 
4(2”+ l, 2), s(2)) ,..., (t(2”+ ‘, k), q(2”+ ‘, k), ~(2~~‘)) are edges of G,. Thus 
SnU_,#0, 
since Q is an n-program and hence either exit(l), exit(2),..., exit@ - l), or exit(n) 
must be used in Q, to represent an edge to the final state, (t(2”“, 0), q(2”+ ‘, 0), 
s(a)). And 
snu,zs for every j E {0, 1,2 ,..., n - 1 }, 
FIG. 9. The partition of S, in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
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(1) For each integer i, 2n+2 < i < 2n+3, let 
4 =f(i>; 
if q(i, 0) then exit@ + 1) else 1 fi; 
if q(i, 1) then exit(n) else A fi; 
if q(i, n) then exit(l) else 1 fi. 
(2) For each integer i, 2 < i < 2”+‘, let 
Ri = repeat if p(i) then Rzi else R,i+, ti end. 
(3) Let 
R , = while p(O) do if p( 1) then R 2 else R 3 fi end. 
The flowchart H, is easily seen to be convertible to the (n + 1)-program R, . 
Now assume that H, is convertible to an (n + $)-program Q. We may assume that 
G[Q] contains no inaccessible state from the initial state. Let Q,, m, and S be the 
same as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Because of the symmetry in H,, Q, may 
be assumed to represent a loop passing through s(2”+‘). And we partition S, as 
follows: 
(1) U,={s(O),s(l)}U{s(i)~3X2j~i<4X2’,O,<j~n+l}U{t(i,j)~3 
x 2”+’ < i < 4 X 2’+‘, O<j<n}. 
(2) For each integer k, 1 <k < n, U, = {~(2~)} U {s(i) 1 (2k+1 t 1) 2’ < i < 
(2k+1 + 2) 2j, 0 <j ( n - k + 1) U {t(i,j) 1 (2k+1 + 1) 2”-kt’ < i < (2k+’ + 2) 
2n-k+1, O<j<n}. 
(3) u, = s, - {s(a)} - u;:; u,. 
The partition of S, is illustrated in Fig. 11. Then we obtain 
SnUjf0 for every jE {0, 1,2 ,..., n}, 
FIG. 11. The partition of S, in the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
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in the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Thus 
n+ l= 5 l< 2 Isnv,lgIsJ~min(m,n)~n, 
j=o j=O 
a contradiction. 
From the above seven lemmas we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 3.8. (1) 
RE]tl 
“7 y 
w--)1 
PW\ APE 
Wll 
‘[l + f] J? RE[2 
Q.E.D. 
where each line from RE[c] to RE[d] means L(RE[c])$L(RE[d]), i.e., 
F(Q) I Q E REkl I f W(Q) IQ E REM 1. 
(2) L(RE[l])-L(RE[j])f0, L(RE[t])--L(RE[l])ZIZI, L(RE]l ++I)- 
(L(RE[~])UL(RE[l]))#QI, (L(RE[f])f-=(RE[l]))-L(RE[O])+0. 
Incidentally, Peterson et al. [8] shows that 
L(RE[ 001) = {L(G) ( G is a flowchart}. 
This can be sharpened by considering ranks of flowcharts. The proof is similar to the 
proof of Eggan’s result [4] that given an incomplete automaton M, we can find out a 
regular expression of star height rank(M) and of language L(M). 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G = (S, E, so) be a flowchart. If rank(G) = 0, then we can 
construct a O-program of trace set L(G) by using only semicolon and if-then-else-Ii 
structures; if rank(G) = 1, then L(G) E L(RE[j]) n L(RE[ 11); and if rank(G) > 1, 
then L(G) E L(RE[(rank(G) - 1) + f]). 
Proof: An i-section is defined to be a maximal strongly connected set T of states 
such that rank((S, (T x Z x T) n E, so)) = i. Let n(i, G) be the number of i-sections 
in G, and let 
rank(G) 
k(G) = c n(i, G) IS]‘. 
I=1 
The proof proceeds by induction on k(G). 
Basis, k(G) = 0. Since rank(G) = 0 and hence G contains no loop, we can easily 
construct a required O-program. 
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Induction step, k(G) > 0. Let K be the class of rank(G)-sections, and for any 
T E K let s(T) be a state in T such that 
rank(($ ((T- {s(T)}) X Z x (T - {s(T)})) n E, so)) = rank(G) - 1. 
We gradually construct a required program. 
In the first step we construct a required program Q[T] for each flowchart 
(G, s(T)), T E K. Let 
EXIT[T]={sES-T((TxZx{s})nE#IZI}, 
and let 
G[T] = (S, (E - (EXIT[T] U {s(T)}) x Z x S) 
U {MY), s(T)) I t E EXIT[TlI, so), 
wheref(t)‘s are new symbols in F. The flowchart G[T] is illustrated in Fig. 12. 
(1) Thecusethatrank(G)> 1 and(s(T),g,s,)EEfotsomes,ESandgEF. 
From the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 3.5, we can construct (rank(G) - l)- 
programs Q[s,] of trace set L((G[T], sI)). F rom the inductive hypothesis and the fact 
that for any t E EXIT[ T] the flowchart (G, t) can be reduced into a flowchart G’ 
satisfying k(G’) < k(G), for each t E EXIT[ T] we can also construct a 
((rank(G) - 1) + +)-program R [t] of trace set L((G, t)). Then 
is a required ((rank(G) - 1) + $)-program of trace set L((G, s(T))), where 
QMWW h~WW,,m~,, is a program obtained from Q[s,] by replacing each 
occurrence off(t), t E EXIT[ T], by the program R [t]; halt. 
(2) The case that rank(G) > 1 and (s(T),p,s,), (s(T),p, s2) EE for some 
sl, s2 E S and p E P. We can construct a required program in the same manner as in 
the case (1). In fact, 
is a required program, where Q[s,] is a (rank(G) - 1)-program of trace set 
U(GP”l, sz)). 
(3) The case that rank(G) = 1 and (s(T), g, sl) E E for some s, E S and g E F. 
From the inductive hypothesis we can construct a O-program Q[s,] of trace set 
U(G]T], ~1)) by using only semicolon and if-then+k-fi structures. From the 
inductive hypothesis and the same fact as in the case (1), for each t E EXIT[ T] we 
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FIG. 12. A flowchart G[ T] in the proof of Theorem 3.9. 
can also construct a f-program P[t] and a l-program R[t] of trace set L((G, t)). 
Then 
repeats QhlWl; hW/f~~hEExIT~,I end 
is a required f-program of trace set L((G, s(T))); and 
repeats; Qhl @PI; exit(l))/f(t)J,,,,,,I,l end 
is a required l-program of trace set L((G, s(T))), since Q[s,] has no while/repeat- 
loop. 
(4) The case that rank(G) = 1 and (s(T),p, si), (s(T), j7, SJ E E for some s,, 
s2 E S and p E IP. We can construct required programs in the same manner as in the 
case (3). 
In the second step we construct a required program for G. Let 
H = (S u {t}, (8 - {s(T) I z’E K} x JZ x S) u {(s(T), g(T), t) I TE K}, q,), 
where t is a new state and g(7’)‘s are new symbols in F. The flowchart H is illustrated 
in Fig. 13. From inductive hypothesis and the fact that H can be reduced into a 
flowchart H’ satisfying k(H’) < k(H), we can construct a ((rank(G) - 2) + f)- 
program R of trace set L(H). Then 
FIG. 13. A flowchart H in the proof of Theorem 3.9. 
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is a required ((rank(G) - 1) t $-program of trace set L(G), where Q[T]‘s are 
((rank(G) - 1) + j)-programs obtained in the first step. Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof: In the proof of Lemma 3.6, the state ~(2~‘) means s(w). 
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